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1: Helping Your Teen Decide What to Do After High School
Life after graduation can feel like the drop after the peak of a rollercoaster â€” terrifying, sure, but also exhilarating.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below 2.

Guidebooks, the Internet, and counselors at school are particularly helpful resources. As your teen chooses
potential schools, start visiting campuses and talking with students who go there. Experts suggest narrowing
the choices to a diverse mix of about six to 10 schools where the odds range from low to high for gaining
admission. Many schools offer help in these areas. Many kids can receive financial help. For info about
scholarships and other programs that may help, ask: Entering the military can be an excellent choice for a teen
who feels uncertain about the future. Discipline, earning money, saving for college, learning a trade â€” all of
this is often possible in the armed forces. Veterans are also entitled to many benefits both while in the service
and after. However, your teen should carefully explore all the pros and cons of a military career. If your teen
wants specific training through the military, make sure the contract he or she signs includes that. Getting a job
immediately after high school remains a good choice. Teens who go this route need to learn how to search for
employment, write a resume, and develop interviewing skills. Many companies reimburse their employees for
continuing education in areas related to their employment. Your teen should ask about this benefit through the
human resources departments of potential employers. Another option is an internship. Over the course of a
year, your teen could potentially participate in two or three internships to explore career choices. But most
internships are unpaid, so planning ahead is crucial if your teen needs to save money for living expenses.
Internships provide participants with the opportunity to learn about many facets of a particular career. Taking
Time Off For some teens, taking a year off between high school and the "real world" can be beneficial. This
can be a good time to travel, do community service, or even live in a foreign country before the
responsibilities of life make it harder to do so. Community service organizations offer a wide variety of
choices that teens can match with their skills and interests. Americorps, for example, offers hundreds of
programs across the United States with a small stipend, plus a chance to obtain money for college or
vocational training. Many religious organizations provide community service programs as well. However,
teens should keep in mind that a brochure may look different from reality, such as with work and service
camps in developing countries. Speaking with previous participants should give a more realistic view than
promotional material. For many teens â€” especially those who choose an internship or international service
â€” it can actually be an advantage. While researching colleges, find out if they have delayed admissions
programs. Really listen to your teen and resist the temptation to provide unsolicited advice. If your teen is
struggling to make a decision, a story or two about a tough choice you had to make could be very reassuring.
Provide respect and support while giving up some control. This is the time for teens to develop
decision-making and problem-solving skills. Prepare your teen to be self-sufficient away from home. This
includes making major decisions regarding dating, drugs, alcohol, and sex, as well as mastering day-to-day
living skills cooking, cleaning, laundry, grocery shopping, paying bills, and managing a budget. Also enlist the
help of school counselors, who can help steer kids in the right direction or refer them to other good sources of
information. In addition to books and magazine articles on subjects of interest, the librarian can be a wealth of
information. There are many associations, both local and national, for thousands of occupations. Your teen
may also be able to attend meetings or arrange to interview people at their workplaces to find out more about
what they do. Make use of friends, relatives, or others you know in different industries. Finally, resist the
temptation to lecture and try to remain supportive and enthusiastic, even if your teen keeps changing his or her
mind. Your teen needs your positive influence during this transitional time.
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2: Life After High School | VCEE Virginia Council on Economic Education
In an instant, the 20 years since I graduated from high school evaporated, and I was back in his 11th-grade history
class--back in the world of pop quizzes, of homeroom and gym class, of cafeteria cliques and student-body elections.

Self-advocacy and other factors that help students stay in college can be taught, practiced and supported. More
students with learning and attention issues than ever before are going to college. Students with learning and
attention issues are most successful when they are active self-advocates with a strong network of supporters
who believe they can succeed. Developing school- and community-based programs that provide more
opportunities to work on self-advocacy skillsâ€”and the confidence to use themâ€”will contribute greatly to
social and emotional well-being, academic success and career readiness. Self-advocacy is particularly
important for students with learning and attention issues. These students will need accommodations
throughout their schooling and in the workforce. To ask for and receive accommodations, these young adults
must not only understand their needs but also be able to explain them to others. Fostering a culture of
acceptance Using Universal Design for Learning to help meet the needs of all learners Changing school
climate in ways that help students develop strong relationships with peers and adults Building opportunities to
practice self-advocacy skills in a safe and supportive environment Self-advocacy begins with students
understanding how they think and learn. Research indicates that students with learning and attention issues are
four times more likely than other students to struggle with self-confidence, which is also an important
predictor of success. Parents and educators can help with this by fostering a culture of acceptance. Children
and young adults need to be taughtâ€”and need to practiceâ€”self-advocacy skills in a safe place, knowing
they will be supported, with teachers and other caring adults and peers by their side. More colleges are
creating programs to help young adults with learning and attention issues stay in school and on track to
graduate. These programs not only help students adjust to the changes in expectations and responsibilities that
occur during the transition from high school to higher educationâ€”they also ensure that faculty are prepared
to work with students and provide accommodations as needed. Three common themes emerged among those
who had successfully transitioned to college or the workforce: The findings, which are consistent with data
about dropout rates, emphasize the role of social and emotional factors in supporting school completion. In
highlighting self-confidence as one of the keys to success, Student Voices reinforces the value of encouraging
students to help lead transition planning and the importance of self-advocacy in general. Elementary and
secondary schools can help develop self-advocacy skills by: Fostering a culture of acceptance Using Universal
Design for Learning to help meet the needs of all learners Changing school climate in ways that help students
develop strong relationships with peers and adults Building opportunities to practice self-advocacy skills in a
safe and supportive environment 2. Transition planning is critical to preparing students with disabilities for life
after high school, and some states are starting early. IEP teams must develop transition plans that include:
Some states require earlier start dates. For example, Wisconsin requires IEPs to include transition plans by the
time students turn A analysis of NLTS2 participants found that receipt of transition-planning education in
high school and having postsecondary accommodations specified on high school transition plans significantly
increased the odds of students with disabilities at two-year colleges seeking and using disability services and
other postsecondary supports. Develop more robust transition goals 1 in 4 had IEPs that did not specify a
course of study to meet transition goals. Increase understanding of the supports students will need after high
school Slightly more than half of students whose high school transition plans specified the types of supports
and accommodations they would need in postsecondary school accessed universally available supports e.
Students whose transition plans specified postsecondary supports and accommodations were also significantly
more likely to receive disability-specific supports at two- and four-year colleges. Preparing for life after high
school: The characteristics and experiences of youth in special education. Findings from the National
Longitudinal Transition Study Comparisons across disability groups Transition Planning for Students with
Disabilities: Effect of transition planning activities on postsecondary support receipt by students with
disabilities. What About Plans? Help in these areas may be particularly important for students with ADHD,
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which affects executive functioning and time-management skills that are vital for success in college or the
workplace. Stigma may also make students with ADHD less likely to ask for help. Schools should help all
students with disabilitiesâ€”but especially those with learning disabilities and ADHDâ€”develop
self-advocacy skills and build independence. In January , the U. Department of Education published a
comprehensive guide to help students with disabilities transition to postsecondary education and employment.
The guide offers many resources and includes a full discussion of such topics as education and employment
goals, vocational rehabilitation, rights and responsibilities, and financing. Changes in high-stakes testing may
increase college and workforce opportunities for students with disabilities. Failure among testing entities to
understand and meet their obligations under ADA can limit the opportunities available to individuals with
disabilities. This document clarified several points, including: Testing entities are obligated to provide
accommodations under ADA for any exam related to licensing, certification or credentialing for secondary or
postsecondary education, professional or trade purposes. Testing entities are prohibited from flagging scores
for individuals with disabilities who receive accommodations. The webinar also asked states and schools to
report inappropriate denials of test accommodations to DOJ. Testing entities have responded by streamlining
the way students apply for accommodations. Some tests are also incorporating accessibility features and other
design changes that are likely to benefit students with learning and attention issues. The table below details
some of the recent changes. This could benefit students with learning and attention issues in several ways. If a
school district chooses to use a nationally recognized test: All students would take the test before graduating
from high school. Students with disabilities would receive the same accommodations they receive on all other
tests. Some features such as spell-check and magnified text are available to all students. Other features can be
activated as needed to accommodate students with disabilities. SAT a college admissions test Accommodation
requests will be automatically approved, starting Jan. Disability documentation is still required. As of
February , the ACT had not changed its policy of requiring documentation of a disability that was conducted
within three academic years of the date of the request. As of February , the GED had not changed its policy of
requiring documentation of a learning disability that is less than five years old and documentation of ADHD
that is less than three years old. The RISE Act would make it easier for students with disabilities to receive
accommodations when they transition to college. First, it would require colleges to accept an IEP or plan as
evidence of a disability, which would make it easier and less costly for students to receive accommodations in
college. This new technical assistance center is designed for prospective and current students with disabilities
and their families, as well as teachers and professionals in Kâ€”12 and higher education. No student with a
documented disability should have to incur additional costs to prove it when they get to college, and I
commend the National Center for Learning Disabilities for working with me on solving this critical issue.
WIOA provides meaningful support for students with disabilities as they transition to postsecondary
employment. It supports students with disabilities during their transition in several ways: Department of
Laborâ€”that employment and training services are accessible to people with disabilities The law also expands
services to high school dropouts ages 14 to 24 who are eligible under IDEA or Section , and focuses on the
need for all youth with disabilities to have more opportunities to practice and improve their workplace skills,
to consider their career interests, and to get real-world work experience. Three new resources focus on helping
adults with disabilities find employment and succeed in the workplace. In addition to WIOA, several other
initiatives were launched during the last several years that aim to improve employment opportunities for
people with disabilities. The campaign, which launched in , includes a powerful series of public service
announcements and accompanying resources for employers, educators, families, and youth and adults with
disabilities. It aims to promote systems changes at the state level to improve employment and economic
advancement for people with disabilities. The rule does several things: Ultimately, DOL hopes these efforts
lead to a culture shift concerning disability, disclosure, and hiring practices within the federal government and
among its contractors. Supporting Transition, Access and Retention. The program, which is currently offered
at three universities in North Carolina, helps incoming students with learning disabilities and ADHD transition
to collegeâ€”and continues to work with them through graduation. Students receive daily supports such as
tutoring and developing time-management skills. College STAR also provides professional development to
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help faculty understand and meet the needs of students with learning and attention issues. The program is free
for students, thanks to the generous support of a consortium of foundations. ECU senior Emily Bosak has one
more semester to go before she graduates. They can do it, but they just need someone to remind them they can.
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3: Life After High School - TIME
Graduating from high school is a momentous transition. Gone are the days of compulsory learning. Now that you have a
basic education, you get to decide how to build on it. Your future is wide open! That, in and of itself, can be a stressful
thought, though. With so many options, choosing one can.

Contributed by Kim Davis, M. School is the beginning offormalized education. For students on the autism
spectrum, theireducation is planned very carefully to meet the goals and objectives thatparents and teachers
create as the school journey begins. Most parentswant to ensure their child has as much access to as many
academic courses aspossible. The emphasis can become focused on a year-to-year plan thatincorporates
academics and, hopefully, building friendships. As parentsand teachers focus on the annual goals and
objectives, the bigger picture ofthe future can become lost. The focus on the here and now becomes
primaryrather than looking at the true big picture of what the future will hold foreach student. Individualized
Education Program IEP goals might bewritten with a priority on the student to graduate with a diploma.
Parents work hard to oversee that homework is completed on time, to stay on topof assignments and when
exams will occur, and what to study in hopes ofobtaining high marks to ensure the diploma. Parents know that
raising a childwith ASD or any child for that matter , is a huge responsibility that has manyups and downs. To
finally reach high school with the prospect ofreceiving a diploma is a dream that can come true for many
children with ASDand their families. But, then what happens? There is a process called TransitionPlanning
and it legally begins when the student turns The Transition Plan is a process, not just ameeting, that happens
once a year. They have to envision the future. As time presses ontowards the end of the public school years,
parents will have to decide whichtract diploma or certificate their child will follow. Their decisionswill impact
the life of their child. Sadly, many support teams do notthink about the future outside of the school years. So
when thetransition plan "suddenly" happens, parents are ill prepared to make lifealtering decisions. While
predicting the future is difficult, it isimportant to begin to prepare the child for the future early on. They may
needmore support to participate in life after high school with all of itsopportunities as well as the challenges.
Many times there is littleconcentration on what happens once high school is completed. When isthere time to
talk about the future? The sad fact is the future arrivestoo soon and any preparation that the student with ASD
needs in order to besuccessful in life may happen too late, if it happens at all. This isespecially true for those
students who are on the diploma track in highschool. Everyone works incredibly hard in order to make
graduation with adiploma happen. Graduation itself can be a great celebration. However when the balloon
pops and the reality of no more classes, dailyroutines, or consistent interaction with friends sets in; life can
becomeoverwhelming once again for the student, family, and friends. It is not an easy question to answer
because everystudent is different and therefore, their future needs are different. Thefirst step is involving the
student in those conversations when possible. These conversations should include any communication
accommodations that arenecessary so they are actively involved in the conversation. Topics mightaddress
what they think they would like to do once school is finished. Dothey want to go on to college? Do they want
to take classes online instead ofgoing to an actual school, or do they want to work? If so, what type ofjob are
they interested in, etc.? These are questionsthat parents explore with their non-disabled children but frequently
omit indiscussions with their child with ASD. It is a time when reasonable andrealistic decisions should be
discussed as a group that always includes theperson with ASD. It is an excellentway to structure conversations
about life after high school. The articlecovers further education, employment, communication,
transportation,residential, travel, relationships, community perception, and supports. If we look at these topics
and consider what is taught in school and requiredfor a diploma, where does the student with ASD get to
discuss and learn aboutthese lifetime skills? If there have been no plans createdand no ideas generated before
graduation happens, what looms ahead in thefuture can be frightening and overwhelming. The strict
concentration onacademics can certainly be a benefit in some areas such as math skills andreading, but does
knowing a line from Shakespeare, learning the state capitals,or a theorem contribute to life after high school?
Academics are vital but inlooking to the future, what skills in addition to academics are going tobe critical for
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independence, happiness, and success in adult life? Not only do the students with ASDneed to be informed
about their future and the questions they must answer, butparents must also begin to make their plans for the
future. Unfortunately, parents may not always be around to protect and care for theirchild. One of the best
precautions they can take is to be sure that theirchild receives the education and skills that will be necessary
once high schoolis completed. How will their child handle money? Who will do thebanking? How will their
child get from place to place? Who will cook ordo the laundry or mow the yard? Can the child use a
telephone, text, or use theinternet? The activities of daily living are often, just as critical forstudents with ASD
to learn as reading and math. It is a delicate balance betweenacademics and functional life skills and one that
can be challenging toachieve. When possible their strengths, interests, and preferences shouldalways be
infused into this balance and their daily plan. If studentswith ASD are to be truly prepared for life after high
school, that balance isvital. As one parent put it, "He learned Shakespeare and passed Algebra,but now what?
The Reporter 16 7. Bloomington, IN irca indiana.
4: Life After High School
Guide to Life after High School: Senior Year Educators Mapping Your Future is a national collaborative, public-service,
nonprofit organization that provides career, college, financial aid, and financial literacy services to students, families, and
schools.

5: Transitioning to Life After High School - NCLD
Life After High School So Now What? Contributed by Kim Davis, M.S. School is the beginning offormalized education.
For students on the autism spectrum, theireducation is planned very carefully to meet the goals and objectives
thatparents and teachers create as the school journey begins.

6: Analysis - Life After High School
High school itself is often a battlefield that's tough to get through. Once you graduate, you're left staring back blankly at
one of the first major accomplishments in your life.

7: Life After High SchoolSo Now What
Many high school grads need to be more aware of the reality of the new shakeup of what life after receiving that diploma
is truly like for the sake of avoiding unrealistic expectations about what they may perceive post-graduation life to consist
of.

8: Invest in What's Next: Life After High School
Foundation, Life after High School is an in-depth study based on a national random sample telephone survey of young
adults, along with focus groups in.

9: "Life After High School" - Oates by valerie hennessee on Prezi
[ssba] Transitioning to Life After High School After 12th grade, individuals with learning and attention issues will only
receive accommodations^ in college or the workplace if they disclose their disabilities.
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